manage your network
with a lighter workload

power at your fingertips

lighten your workload
Impero Workplace
Network management is a complex business at the best
of times. Now throw in a demanding workforce, the fast
adoption of ever-changing, new technology and the drive
towards accountability and increased efficiency. Can you
feel your workload stacking up?
Here at Impero, we’ve spent the last decade making sure
that doesn’t happen. Working with public and private
sector organisations, all around the world, we strive to make
network management easy and maximise the benefits
that it can offer.
Traditionally specialists in the education sector, recent
years have seen rapid expansion into the corporate world,
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as demand for the benefits of Impero has become more
widespread. We responded, taking the basic principles of
our technology and adapting them to meet the changing
requirements of the modern workplace. And as simple as
that, Impero Workplace was born.
Continually investing in the sector, we have a clever Research
and Development team exploring new products and product
features that we think you’ll like. We also boast a fantastic
support network that will see you through from pre-sales
consultancy and installation, to ongoing customer care and
training. We have various contact points and lots of
supporting material, including a responsive helpdesk, an
interactive forum and access to a library of technical
documents and guides, should you need them.

Impero Workplace Pro
Flexible, intuitive, consolidated, powerful, innovative, costeffective. These are just a few in an impressive list of
adjectives, commonly used by our customers to describe
Impero Workplace Pro. Impero Workplace Pro is our flagship
product, designed to support network management,
desktop management and remote communication in one
single consolidated solution.
It’s easy to install, it’s easy to use and it’s easy to see why
it’s a market leader. Consolidating a number of useful
features, the benefits are compelling. Just turn the page
and see if you don’t believe us.

“Impero’s suite of tools has
continued to impress us, and now
all Serco Prison and Immigration
facilities in the UK are using Impero
Workplace Pro as the default tool
for remote support, filtering and
user management.”
Serco Group Plc
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return on
investment in
6-8 months

the benefits of Impero Workplace Pro
save money
From the day it’s installed, Impero Workplace
Pro starts saving money. By controlling print
and managing power, organisational running
costs can be dramatically reduced. The power
management feature alone is responsible for a
typical return on investment (ROI) in just 6-8
months, which can be easily calculated using
the reporting function.
As well as these bottom line cost savings,
efficiency is significantly improved. Staff
administration is greatly reduced and can be
reinvested into more value-adding tasks.

save time
The most commonly reported benefit of Impero
Workplace Pro is the time it saves. By automating
processes and allowing Network/IT Managers
to respond to issues and fix problems remotely,
valuable hours are saved each day and operational
downtime, spent waiting for IT support, is reduced.
The ability to communicate remotely removes
most of the logistical administration of
organisational training, presenting or
demonstrating. No more logistical nightmares
sorting room bookings and dates when everyone
is in the office, just share a screen and deliver
the session.

increase productivity
Impero Workplace Pro is designed to keep
employees on task, by removing the distractions
of online working. Certain websites, applications
and devices can be blocked at an individual,
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departmental or organisational level, to focus
concentration and encourage acceptable
behaviour in the workplace.
With real-time visibility of every user’s
computer, in one central view, managers are
able to monitor usage, set violation alerts and
record incidents, for evidence in disciplinary
proceedings if necessary.

reduce carbon
As well as the financial cost associated with
waste, there’s an environmental impact to
consider. Impero Workplace Pro cuts down on
unnecessary print by assigning print credit on
an individual basis and applying restrictions to
enforce a reasonable usage policy and prevent
careless behaviour.

benefits in
abundance
since 2002

Impero Workplace Pro also provides centralised
control of power usage across the network,
scheduling remote power on/off and delivering
a variety of reports to maintain efficiency and
reduce carbon footprint.

reduce risk
The blocking, filtering and key word detection
features safeguard organisations from business
risk, with immediate alerts to any possible
unsavoury behaviour. The monitoring aspect
keeps close watch over everything that’s going
on, on the network, for added reassurance of
good conduct.
The central administration function protects
the network, keeping software up-to-date and
compliant with relevant licensing agreements.
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the features in Impero Workplace Pro
Impero Workplace Pro combines network
management, desktop management and remote
communication in one single consolidated
solution. With operations across the globe,
Impero Workplace delivers benefits to a whole
host of both private and public sectors including
retail, professional services, social housing, call
centres and the NHS.

internal communication and
presenting

computer usage monitoring

patch management

Setting the boundaries of acceptable usage,
restricting or monitoring users with regards to
internet, application and hardware usage.

Patching all vulnerable software to the latest
version automatically, saving valuable staff hours
and improving endpoint security.

blocks, detects and filters

licence management

Protecting organisations from the risks of the
digital age, imposing acceptable user boundaries
with key word detection, blocks and filters.

Managing licence compliance at a network level,
highlighting how many licences are being used
and restricting access to the software before
this exceeds its legal limit.

inventory management
Automating inventory checks through a single
view and highlighting the age and state of
equipment so it can be replaced, refreshed or
removed no sooner, or later, than is necessary.

print management
Assigning print credit on an individual basis,
applying restrictions to enforce a reasonable
usage policy and prevent careless behaviour
amongst employees.

Providing the platform for remote internal
communication, facilitating training sessions,
product demonstrations, management
presentations, meetings and instant messenging.

remote control and support
Providing IT support staff with remote access
to computers in order to fix a problem, lend
assistance or demonstrate how things should
be done.

desktop utilisation
Reporting on the utilisation patterns of specific
devices, in order to inform procurement decisions
and optimise the usage of existing machines.

power management
Centralising the control of power usage across
the network, scheduling remote power on/off,
and delivering a variety of reports to maintain
efficiency and track savings.
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info@imperosoftware.com
www.imperosoftware.com
+44 (0) 1509 611 341
Impero Head Office, 21 Jubilee Drive,
Loughborough, LE11 5XS

